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 Abstract  
In Criminal Procedure Law of the People’s Republic of China and its related 
judicial interpretation, there are sections in respect of defective evidence, which 
breaks the “Lawful or Unlawful” dichotomy principle for criminal evidence and 
marks a significant milestone in the study of criminal evidence. However, some 
regulations on the criminal deficient evidence are still imperfect, and keep causing not 
only controversy between legislative circle and academic one but also trouble in the 
related judicial practice. This article will make an investigation on the regulations for 
criminal defective evidence in Chinese Law in five chapters. 
 Chapter One gives the definition of criminal defective evidence and makes an 
analysis of its characteristics before a further discussion about its difference from 
illegal evidence and reinforcing evidence is made.  
Chapter Two mainly probes into the legal force of criminal defective evidence. 
By introducing four theories and further pointing out their shortcomings respectively, 
this chapter explores the basis from which criminal defective evidence derives its 
legal force, and makes a redefinition of its indeterminate force of law.  
Chapter Three deals with criminal defective evidence regulations that 
Anglo-American law system and continental law system employ, choosing the USA, 
the UK, German and Japan as example. In addition, this chapter also makes a 
comparison and evaluation of the applicable regulations in two different law systems 
and sums up experience thereof that can be learned by China.  
Chapter Four expounds from four aspects the necessity of criminal defective 
evidence in Chinese judicial practice and further analyzes the existing problems in the 
stipulation of criminal defective evidence, mainly including unclear legal definition, 
ambiguous subject to initiate the remedial procedures, nonstandard remedial measures, 














Chapter Five composes the key part of this article. This chapter focuses on the 
construction of regulations that standardize the usage of criminal defective evidence. 
With a reference to Chapter Four, this chapter gives suggestions on perfecting the 
criminal defective evidence regulations, including defining the modification 
procedure for criminal defective evidence, offering remedial methods and remedial 
standards for criminal defective evidence, and other measures for improvement.  
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引  言 
1 
引  言 
“瑕疵证据”典型案例：这是一起历经 5 次审理，证据存在 36 处瑕疵，而
备受社会各界关注的抢劫案。2002 年 8 月 11 日，保定市北市区某小区发生一起
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